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ctronic properties of native solid
electrolyte interphase layers on Mg metal
electrodes using local electrochemistry†
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Marco Amores, b Andreas Mautner, de Christiane Groher, b Marcus Jahn, b

Edgar Ventosa f and Wolfgang Schuhmann *a

Magnesium-ion batteries (MIBs) are of considerable interest as environmentally more sustainable, cheaper,

and safer alternatives to Li-ion systems. However, spontaneous electrolyte decomposition occurs due to

the low standard reduction potential of Mg, leading to the deposition of layers known as native solid

electrolyte interphases (n-SEIs). These layers may inhibit the charge transfer (electrons and ions) and,

therefore, reduce the specific power and cycle life of MIBs. We propose scanning electrochemical

microscopy (SECM) as a microelectrochemical tool to locally quantify the electronic properties of n-SEIs

for MIBs. These interphases are spontaneously formed upon contact of Mg metal disks with

organoaluminate, organoborate, or bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (TFSI)-based electrolyte solutions.

Our results unveil increased local electronic and global ionic insulating properties of the n-SEI formed

when using TFSI-based electrolytes, whereas a low electronically protecting character is observed with

the organoaluminate solution, and the organoborate solution being in between them. Moreover, ex situ

morphological and chemical characterization was performed on the Mg samples to support the results

obtained by the SECM measurements. Differences in the electronic and ionic conductivities of n-SEIs

perfectly correlate with their chemical compositions.
Introduction

Batteries are considered essential technologies to enable
complete electrication of our everyday life, from small portable
electronics to electric vehicles. For the past three decades,
lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) have dominated the research scene
and are now considered key energy storage and delivery devices
for consumer goods and the transportation sector due to their
long cycle life and high energy densities.1 However, safety
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concerns, the use of expensive and critical raw materials (e.g. Li
and Co), as well as the approach to their theoretical energy
limits, suggest the development of more environmentally
friendly and safer battery systems. Since 2000 (ref. 2) Mg-ion
batteries (MIBs) have been gaining attention as “beyond-Li”
technology due to the higher volumetric energy density of 3833
mA h cm−3 for Mg metal in contrast to 2046 mA h cm−3 for Li
metal and 800mA h cm−3 for graphite, respectively. In addition,
advantages are seen in the potentially lower costs, higher recy-
clability rate,3 and improved safety of Mg compared with Li.4

However, a bottleneck for further technological developments
of MIBs is the compatibility of the electrolyte solutions with the
Mg metal anode.4,5 The low reduction potential of Mg (−2.37 V
vs. standard hydrogen electrode, SHE) leads to the spontaneous
decomposition of electrolyte salt and/or solvent species. This
can even occur by simply immersing Mg samples in the elec-
trolyte solutions.6,7 Deposition of decomposition products on
the Mg anode surface occurs, forming a native solid electrolyte
interphase (n-SEI).8–11 Ideally, n-SEIs need to be permeable to
cationic species, while simultaneously possessing electronic
insulating properties to prevent continuous decomposition of
electrolyte components at the Mg electrode.12 Therefore, it is
pivotal to investigate and characterise the electronic conduc-
tivity of these interphases to further understand their nature,
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 9923–9932 | 9923
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Scheme 1 (a) Illustration of the SECM electrochemical cell with a Pt
microelectrode (12 mm tip radius) used as the working electrode (WE).
A Chevrel phase (MCP) electrode was used as the quasi-reference
counter electrode (QRCE) for the n-SEI evaluation. The FB-SECM
compartment was filled with APC electrolyte containing 10 mM Fc. (b)
Scheme of the FB-SECM mode to interrogate the rate of the electron
transfer reaction at the sample surface. All measurements were per-
formed inside an Ar-filled glovebox.
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and to use this information to develop MIBs with increased
cycle life.

Scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM) is a powerful
technique for uncovering interfacial electrochemical properties
of active materials in LIBs,13–15 sodium-16 and potassium-ion
batteries.17 Recently, we demonstrated the feasibility of in situ
SECM to reveal the role of the electrolyte composition on the
electronic and ionic conductivities of the SEI formed on Cu
surfaces.18 Despite these results, SECM has not been imple-
mented yet for beyond-lithium technologies based on divalent
charge carriers, such as MIBs. Herein, we report the rst
adaptation and use of SECM to evaluate interfacial processes on
Mg metal electrodes in contact with different electrolytes. For
this purpose, the SECM setup was customised for the Mg-
chemistry, using ferrocene and MgMo6S8 (Chevrel phase,
MCP) as the redox mediator and stable reference electrode,
respectively. Feedback-mode SECM (FB-SECM)13,15,18 was used to
locally visualise the electronic properties of the n-SEI formed on
Mgmetal samples, which were immersed in different electrolyte
explored previously in MIB research, namely Mg(TFSI)2 (bis(-
triuoromethanesulfonyl) imide) in glymes,19 all-phenyl
complex (1 : 2 AlCl3 : PhMgCl in tetrahydrofuran)20 and Mg
[B(hp)4]2 (magnesium tetrakis(hexauoroisopropyloxy)borate)
in monoglyme.21 Conventional electrolyte solutions based on
polar aprotic solvents (e.g. acetonitrile) and simple Mg-based
salts (e.g. Mg(TFSI)2) decompose at the Mg metal surface
under formation of an electronically and ionically blocking
layer.8 Non-nucleophilic electrolytes, such as the all-phenyl
complex, have been proposed to overcome this issue.20 Their
stability towards Mg metal allows the reversible plating and
stripping of Mg2+ ions.20 However, these solutions are both
corrosive and susceptible to oxidation, leading to the recent
development of new electrolytes, such as those with Mg salts
based on the halogen-free organoborate anion.21 Ethereal Mg
[B(hp)4]2 solutions exhibit enhanced oxidation stability
together with high compatibility for Mg electrodeposition.
Despite much effort having been devoted to synthesising new
electrolyte formulations, few studies have been published on
the characterisation and the properties of deposited n-SEIs on
Mgmetal. Tang et al.22 performed a spectroscopic study of n-SEI
formed with Mg[B(hp)4]2 in monoglyme. It was shown that,
aer a soaking step, nothing was deposited on the Mg surface.
On the other hand, in Mg(TFSI)2 dissolved in tri- and tetra-
glyme,23,24 decomposition products from Mg(TFSI)2 were
detected at the electrode/electrolyte interface, such as MgO,
MgCO3, etc. The electrochemical decomposition of all-phenyl
complex electrolytes was only tested on a Mg2Sn surface,25

and the presence of residual Al–Cl and Al2O3 species was re-
ported. On the other hand, aer soaking, no electronic and
ionic blocking layers were observed.11,26

This work aims to show the applicability of FB-SECM toMIBs
and its capability of quantifying the local electronic protecting
characteristics of the n-SEIs formed on the surface of Mg metal
samples aer contact with electrolyte solutions, when no
current is applied (immersed status). For this propose, three
different electrolytes largely explored in MIBs research were
chosen to prepare the different n-SEIs. To support the SECM
9924 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 9923–9932
ndings concerning the interfacial electrochemical character-
istics of the formed n-SEI during immersion into different
electrolytes, a comprehensive morphological (scanning electron
microscopy, SEM), chemical (X-ray and Raman spectroscopy)
and electrochemical (electrochemical impedance spectroscopy)
characterisation of the n-SEIs was also performed to correlate
with the protecting properties of the n-SEI as derived from
SECM measurements.

Results and discussion
Adaptation of FB-SECM to Mg chemistry

The feedback mode of SECM (FB-SECM) is employed to evaluate
the electroactivity of surfaces with a mm lateral resolution by
polarising the SECM tip to electrochemically convert an outer-
sphere electron transfer redox species dissolved in the electro-
lyte solution.27,28 Ferrocene (Fc) is commonly selected as the
redox mediator in SECM studies for LIBs due to its stability in
the standard solvent solution, e.g.: ethylene carbonate and
propylene carbonate.18 In a similar approach, 10 mM Fc were
dissolved in 0.4 M 1 : 2 AlCl3 : PhMgCl in tetrahydrofuran (APC)
solution, which is considered as standard electrolyte in MIBs
due to its stability towards Mg metal.20 APC was considered
a feasible reference electrolyte for the SECM experiments due to
the previously reported APC decomposition on Mg under
formation of a cation-permeable n-SEI layer.20 Scheme 1a
depicts the electrochemical cell of the FB-SECM setup adapted
to Mg-chemistry with the SECM tip closely positioned (in the
range of the SECM tip radius, r= 12 mm) to the Mg disk surface.
The current owing through the SECM tip locally quanties the
rate of the electron transfer reaction at the sample surface,27,28

as schematically shown in Scheme 1b. Preliminary studies are
required to estimate the rate of the electron transfer reaction
occurring at the surface (k in Scheme 1b) and the diffusion
coefficient of Fc in APC (DAPC).

Initially, cyclic voltammograms (CVs) of Fc oxidation were
registered at the Pt SECM tip immersed in 10 mM Fc in APC and
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 1 FB-SECM approach curves for Fc oxidation, where d is the
vertical distance between the SECM tip and the sample surface. (a)
Approach curves performed towards a glass slide. The experiments
were registered using a Pt-SECM tip (radius, r = 12 mm) immersed in
a solution of 10 mM Fc in Li-electrolyte (orange data) or 10 mM Fc in
APC electrolyte (green data). Etip: 3.5 V vs. Li+jLi. A double junction RE
was used to avoid cross-contamination of electrolytes when the SECM
cell was filled with APC electrolyte (see in the S1.4†) (b) FB-SECM
approach curves recorded at the SECM tip using the MCP electrode as
QRCE in APC electrolyte containing 10 mM Fc. Approach curve
towards a glass slide (black data, k / 0), freshly polished Mg surface
(red data, calculated k = 2.8 × 10−2 cm s−1) and an unpolished Mg
metal (blue data, calculated k = 3.2 × 10−4 cm s−1). Etip: 0.8 V vs.MCP.
The solid lines correspond to the mathematical fits.29,30
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10 mM Fc in 1 M LiClO4 in ethylene carbonate : propylene
carbonate 1 : 1 wt% (in short “Li-electrolyte”) solutions for Mg
and Li chemistries, respectively (Fig. S1†). Further experimental
details are reported in Section S1 of the ESI.† The Fc oxidation
current attains a steady state in the same potential range
(∼3.35 V vs. Li+jLi) for both electrolytes. The absence of other
processes indicates the stability of the APC electrolyte in the
used potential window. The steady-state diffusion-limited
currents for disk microelectrodes (i) is given by a linear corre-
lation of the SECM tip radius (r in cm), the concentration (C
in mol cm−3) and diffusion coefficient (D in cm2 s−1) of the
redox mediator in the used electrolyte, as shown in eqn (1).27,28

i = 4nFDCr (1)

where n is the number of electrons transferred (n = 1 for the
outer-sphere electron transfer during Fc oxidation) and F is the
Faraday constant (F = 96 485 s A mol−1). The difference in
steady-state currents shown in the voltammograms (Fig. S1†)
can be correlated to the differences in the diffusion coefficient
of Fc in APC and Li electrolytes. Comparing the steady-state
currents obtained from the voltammograms, D of Fc in APC
(DAPC) is calculated to be ∼6 times higher than that for Fc in Li-
electrolyte (DLi-electrolyte).

For an improved determination of DAPC, FB-SECM approach
curves were acquired towards an insulating glass surface and
tted with theoretical equations (Fig. 1).29,30 Approach curves
are registered by polarising the SECM tip at a selected potential
to monitor the steady-state limiting current i, while the SECM
tip is moved to a close proximity, d, of a few mm towards the
sample surface. The approach curve shape depends on several
parameters, such as the SECM tip geometry, Fc concentration,
diffusion coefficient D of Fc in the electrolyte and the electron
transfer rate (k) of the reduction of Fc+ at the sample surface.18,30

When the SECM tip is close to an insulator surface (i.e., k at the
underlying surface is zero), the Fc diffusion is hindered by the
physical barrier of the sample surface and the tip body. This
results in a decreasing current at the SECM tip (negative feed-
back effect.27,29) as a function of the distance between the tip
and the sample surface (vertical distance d in Fig. 1). Fig. 1a
shows approach curves obtained when a glass slide was used as
substrate to obtain pure negative feedback, enabling to deter-
mine the tip geometry and the diffusion coefficient.29 At rst,
the FB-SECM cell was lled with the 10 mM Fc in Li-electrolyte
solution and the obtained approach curve (green line in Fig. 1a)
was used to t the approach curve in the APC electrolyte (orange
line in Fig. 1a), obtaining a value for DAPC of 1.16 × 10−5 cm2

s−1.
Besides using a stable redox mediator dissolved in the elec-

trolyte, FB-SECM experiments also require a stable reference
electrode for performing the local electrochemical measure-
ment for a considerable time withminimal potential deviations.
Mo6S8 with Chevrel phase has been extensively studied as
cathode material in MIBs due to its high chemical stability,
capability of intercalating Mg2+ ions (theoretical specic
capacity of 128 mA h g−1) and long cycling stability.2 The
insertion of two Mg2+ ions follows a two-step mechanism,
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
resulting in voltage plateaus during the intercalation and
extraction steps (Fig. S2†). We used for the rst time the specic
properties of the Chevrel phase for a potential-stable reference
electrode in Mg electrolytes. Due to its unique characteristic,
a ribbon of MgMo6S8 Chevrel phase (with partially dein-
tercalated Mg2+ ions, MCP) was used as the quasi-reference
counter electrode (QRCE) in the FB-SECM approach curves
experiments in Fig. 1b. The limiting current of Fc oxidation was
attained at around 0.65 V vs. MCP (see CV in Fig. S1b†), and
approach curves were registered by applying a potential of
800 mV vs. MCP to guarantee steady-state conditions at the
SECM tip. Approach curves using the MCP reference and APC
electrolyte were registered towards a glass slide (no electron
transfer reaction at the surface), an unpolishedMg and a freshly
polished Mg surface (Fig. 1b). As expected, a negative feedback
approach curve was obtained for the SECM experiment towards
the glass slide (black curve at Fig. 1b) similar as in Fig. 1a (vs.
Li+jLi), while the approach curves towards the Mg surfaces
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 9923–9932 | 9925



Fig. 2 Representative approach curves registered with the SECM tip
approaching towards the n-SEI covered surfaces formed spontane-
ously on Mg disks when immersed in APC (orange), BOR (green) and
TFSI (purple) electrolytes. As the control experiment, an approach
curve was collected towards a freshly polished Mg surface (red). Solid
line: mathematical fit of the approach curves; the calculated k values
are plotted in Table 1. Etip: 0.8 V vs. MCP.

Table 1 Mean value of the calculated constant k obtained by fitting
the experimental SECM approach curves data from Fig. 2

k/cm s−1 (SECM approach curves)

Mean values Standard error of mean

−2 −3
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reveal the importance of the polishing process. When unpol-
ished Mg disks were tested, the approach curve showed
a negative feedback behaviour (insulating surface), conrming
the presence of a native passivating layer, e.g.MgO.6 Conversely,
aer polishing, the approach curve shows a typical positive
feedback behaviour with the tip current increasing while
approaching the tip to the surface. The positive feedback27 effect
indicates the presence of a surface capable of reducing Fc+ to Fc
at a considerably high rate (see Scheme 1b). The absence of
a protective lm formation on freshly polished Mg discs indi-
cated Fc/APC as a suitable electrolyte for the FB-SECM
investigations.

Mathematical tting was used to quantify the apparent rst-
order electron transfer rate constant (k in cm s−1) of the Fc+/Fc
redox process at the underlying surface.29,30 As expected, the
unpolished Mg surface showed a smaller k (∼10−4 cm s−1) than
the freshly exposed Mg surface (10−2 cm s−1), reinforcing the
well-known passivating properties of the native oxide layer.
However, the non-polished Mg sample still exhibited a higher
rate than the glass surface. Suitably designed SECM experi-
ments demonstrated the feasibility to quantify the electron
transfer rate (k) at the Mg interface in a FB-SECM study adapted
to Mg-chemistry. The protecting characteristic of the n-SEI
towards decomposition of the electrolyte is a property related
to the electron transfer reaction on the anode surface. In the
following section, we present a SECM study aiming on the
characterisation of the electronic conductivity of n-SEIs formed
in different Mg-electrolytes.
Polished Mg 2.8 × 10 3.9 × 10
Mg/APC 2.4 × 10−2 1.46 × 10−3

Mg/TFSI 1.5 × 10−3 2.08 × 10−4

Mg/BOR 1.1 × 10−2 3.28 × 10−4

Unpolished Mg 4.1 × 10−4 8.5 × 10−5
Local electrochemical characterisation of n-SEIs and
correlation with physico-chemical and macroscopic
electrochemical properties

Aer polishing, Mg disks were immersed, individually, in three
different electrolyte solutions for 12 h to possibly deposit n-SEI
layers (n-SEI samples). The n-SEI were prepared in electrolytes
used previously in MIBs research, namely: APC20 (described
above), 0.3 M Mg(TFSI)2 in monoglyme : diglyme 1 : 1 wt%19

(named as “TFSI”) and 0.3 M Mg[B(hp)4]2 in monoglyme21

(named “BOR”). The n-SEI formation was performed in the pure
electrolytes in the absence of Fc. Electrolyte preparation, pol-
ishing procedure and n-SEIs formation were carried out in an
Ar-lled glove box (see Section S1 in the ESI†). Aer rinsing and
drying, the samples were transferred to the FB-SECM cell and
lled with 10 mM Fc in APC inside an Ar-lled glove box to
determine the electron-transfer kinetics k, related to the elec-
tronic conductivity of the formed n-SEI. A sequence of FB-SECM
approach curves was performed at a speed of 1 mm s−1 towards
the n-SEI/Mg samples at different regions of the Mg disks to
evaluate the potential presence of local heterogeneities. For the
same n-SEI sample, the approach curves were superimposing
independently of the region (Fig. S3†), suggesting that the Mg
surfaces are covered by n-SEIs with homogeneous electro-
chemical properties. The SECM study was focused to determine
k, and this intrinsic electrochemical surface property can be
quantitatively derived from FB-SECM approach curves with
a lateral resolution in the range of the tip size, even at unbiased-
9926 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 9923–9932
sample conditions.27,31 Representative approach curves are
shown in Fig. 2, while Table 1 summarises the derived k values
obtained by tting the approach curves data.

As expected, the approach curve towards the Mg/APC sample
(Fig. 2, orange) overlaps with the result obtained for the freshly
polished Mg disk (Fig. 2, red). This nding indicates that either
no n-SEI was formed aer soaking, or the n-SEI aer soaking
permits electron-transfer reactions. In contrast, the FB-SECM
data obtained with the Mg/TFSI and Mg/BOR samples suggest
the presence of an electronic passivating surface reducing the
rate of Fc+/Fc reduction. The calculated k value for Mg/TFSI is in
the range of 10−3 cm s−1 (which is lower than the rate of the
pristine and Mg/APC samples), indicating slower kinetics of the
electron-transfer process due to the presence of an electron-
transfer blocking n-SEI. In comparison, the Mg/BOR surface
exhibited a slight electronically insulating character, showing
a rate k value of about 1.1 10−2 cm s−1. This is slower than the
rate at the pristine Mg disk, but slightly higher than at the Mg/
TFSI surface. SECM approach curves revealed differences in the
electronic properties of the n-SEI formed in a variety of Mg-
chemistry electrolytes. As the investigated n-SEIs were formed
in different electrolytes, the chemical composition, morphology
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 3 SEM images of a Mg surface (a) before and after being soaked in (b) APC, (c) TFSI and (d) BOR solutions. Deconvoluted (e) Cl 2p, (f) Al 2p, (g)
F 1s, (h) F 1s, (i) S 2p and (j) B 1s XPS spectra of the n-SEI layer formed with APC (e and f), TFSI (g and i) and BOR (h and j) electrolytes, respectively.

Edge Article Chemical Science
and macroscopic electrochemical properties of the formed n-
SEI layers were investigated to complement the SECM nd-
ings. Ex situ scanning electron microscopy (SEM), X-ray
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
spectroscopy (XPS) and Raman spectroscopy were performed on
the soaked Mg disks. Moreover, global electrochemical imped-
ance spectroscopy was carried out at open circuit potential
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 9923–9932 | 9927



Table 3 Experimental Raman main band positions for the chemical
species forming the n-SEIs with APC, TFSI and BOR electrolytes

Samples Species
Experimental
band position/cm−1

Pristine
polished Mg

Mg 120

Chemical Science Edge Article
(OCP) to evaluate the ionic conducting properties of the surface
layers. SEM images reveal that, compared with the pristine
sample (Fig. 3a), a uniformly deposited layer is formed on the
polished Mg surface aer being soaked in the APC electrolyte
(Fig. 3b). In contrast, the SEM micrograph of the Mg/TFSI
sample surface displays a thick lm with several cracks
(Fig. 3c), whereas the surface of the Mg/BOR sample shows
a textured lm structure (Fig. 3d).

The SECM approach curves resolution is in the range of the
SECM tip size of about 12 mm radius and, therefore, local
electrochemistry visualizes an average of contributions of
smaller features on the n-SEI. To derive the composition of the
n-SEIs, XPS and Raman spectra were collected. Table 2
summarises the composition of the n-SEIs for the Mg/APC, Mg/
TFSI and Mg/BOR sample. Considering the n-SEI formed with
the APC electrolyte, the Cl 2p and Al 2p spectra are both
deconvoluted into two edges split by spin–orbit coupling as in
Fig. 3e and f. The Cl doublet (198.5 and 200.2 eV) was assigned
to metal chloride moieties such as C–Mg–Cl and AlCl3, which
fall in the same binding energy range.32,33 These peaks can be
attributed to the presence of residual electrolyte species.
However, Tutusaus et al. did not report Cl-species aer soaking
Mg metal samples in APC for 12 h.11 The Al 2p spectrum is
dominated by Al2O3, which cannot be associated with residual
APC electrolyte. It is plausible that Al-containing anions in the
electrolyte are reduced in contact with Mg metal to Al0, which is
further oxidised to Al2O3 during sample preparation for the
characterisation.25,32 XPS spectra for C, O and Mg were collected
as shown in Fig. S4† with a detailed peak assignment described
in Section S5 in the ESI.† C 1s and O 1s spectra reveal the
presence of inorganic (MgCO3, MgO and Al2O3)10,34 and organic
(tetrahydrofuran decomposition products) compounds.32,35

Furthermore, the Mg 1s spectrum was tted with two separate
peaks for inorganic Mg-based moieties (MgCO3, MgO) and
traces of APC species (C–Mg–Cl).36

Considering the Mg/TFSI and Mg/BOR samples, the decon-
volution of F 1s spectra showed a peak at 1305.4 eV which
indicates the formation of MgF2 on the surface of the Mg disks
(blue area in Fig. 3g and i). Species containing C–F bonds (pink
area in Fig. 3g and i) can be assigned to the decomposition of
TFSI− anions and deposition of BOR electrolyte residues.11,22,37 S
2p and B 1s spectra can be considered ngerprints for revealing
the composition of the Mg surface disks in TFSI and BOR
electrolytes, respectively. In Fig. 3i, the S 2p spectrum is tted
with three components for MgSx (centred at 163.0 eV, pale green
Table 2 Main components of possible species in n-SEIs formed with
APC, TFSI and BOR electrolytes

Sample Main components

Mg/APC C–Mg–Cl, AlCl3, Al2O3, MgO, MgCO3,

C–Mg–Cl, C–C/C–H, C–O, C]O
Mg/TFSI MgF2, MgO, MgSx, MgCO3, S]O,

O]S]O, C–F, C–C/C–H, C–O, C]O
Mg/BOR MgF2, MgO, B–O, C–B, C–F, C–C/C–H,

C–O, C]O, CO3
2−

9928 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 9923–9932
area), S]O (dark green area) and O]S]O (cyan area) species
which are related to the decomposition products of the TFSI−

anion.23,37

Boron–oxygen containing compounds are forming the
interfacial layer of the Mg/BOR sample as consequence of
contaminations and/or reduction of the Mg[B(hp)4]2 salt. A
peak at 192.5 eV is detected and comparable with what was
reported aer 100 discharge–charge cycles (Fig. 3j).22 Similar to
the Mg/APC case, C, O and Mg spectra were also collected for
both samples (Fig. S5†) and systematically analysed in Section
S5 in the ESI.† The C 1s XPS spectra are characterised by C–C/C–
H, C–O and C]O components, which are probably related to
contamination and solvent instability.23,38 The deposition of
residual Mg[B(hp)4]2 salt was conrmed by the presence of
a C–B peak in the C 1s spectra of Mg/BOR sample.23 In addition,
C 1s, O 1s and Mg 1s spectra also demonstrate the presence of
inorganic moieties, such as MgO, MgF2,10,22,23 MgSx,23,38,39

carbonate and B–O10,22 containing species. Raman spectroscopy
was applied to Mg/APC, Mg/TFSI and Mg/BOR samples for the
rst time to investigate the composition of the formed n-SEI
layers (Fig. S6†).

Although the presence of existing bands in the pristine pol-
ished Mg disk (e.g. 120 cm−1 for the optical mode of Mg),40 the
presence of characteristic bands for inorganic and organic
species has been observed and reported in Table 3. However,
the superimposition of bands and presence of residual solvent
molecules make the interpretation of the spectra not trivial.41,42

Oxide-based species (e.g. MgO, MgCO3 and Al2O3) and MgF2
show peaks in the low wavenumber region between 70 and
460 cm−1.43,44 Considering the Mg/TFSI sample, these peaks can
also be assigned to the symmetric stretching and asymmetric
bending modes of the C–S bond, SO3 and CF3 groups in TFSI−

containing species, respectively.42,45 Moreover, MgO and MgCO3

species show the reections for the internal mode vibrations
between 1100 and 1400 cm−1.44,46 The peak at 868 cm−1 for the
Mg/BOR sample can be assigned to the stretching of the oxygen
Mg/APC MgO, MgCO3 245
Al2O3 445
[Mg2(m-Cl)3$6THF]+ 242
PhMgCl$nTHF 632
PhyAlCl4−y

−/PhyAlCl4−y$THF 1207
Mg/TFSI MgO, decomposition products

of the TFSI− anion
237, 244

Decomposition products of the
monoglyme solvent

1776

Mg/BOR MgO 236
Residual Mg[B(hp)4]2 868
Decomposition products of the
monoglyme solvent

1788

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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bonds (B–O and Mg–O) in the residual Mg[B(hp)4]2.47 Together
with inorganic species, the n-SEI formed with the APC electro-
lyte is composed of residual equilibrium species present in the
APC electrolyte as bands centred at 242, 632 and 1207 cm−1

were detected.20 Furthermore, the bands at 1776 cm−1 (Mg/
TFSI) and 1788 cm−1 (Mg/BOR) may indicate the presence of
organic linkers associated with carbonyl groups,48 which
possibly derived from the decomposition of the electrolyte
solvents. To further complement the SECM ndings of the
formed n-SEIs concerning the charge transfer properties, EIS
was carried out in Mg symmetric cells with APC, TFSI and BOR
electrolytes at OCV (Fig. 4) in the absence of redox mediator to
investigate the ion mobility of the n-SEIs. Fig. 4a shows the
Nyquist plots and the schematic of the equivalent circuit used
for tting the EIS results. The equivalent circuit contains two
constant phase elements (CPE) to represent the non-ideal
capacitance behaviour of the systems. In this circuit, Re is the
bulk electrolyte resistance, whereas the contribution of the
surface layer is represented using a combination of capacitive
(QSEI) and resistive (RSEI) effects. QSEI for the CPE stands for the
surface layer capacitance and RSEI represents the resistance of
the surface layer. Rct indicates the charge transfer resistance
between the Mg electrode and n-SEIs and Qdl is the CPE rep-
resenting the double layer capacitance. The related tting
parameters are presented in Table S1†. Considering the Mg/APC
Fig. 4 Comparative EIS results, (a) Nyquist plot with the representative
equivalent circuit elements and (b) Bode plots of Mg symmetric cells
with APC (orange dotted lines), BOR (green dotted lines) and TFSI
(purple dotted lines) electrolytes at OCV.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
sample (orange curve in Fig. 4a), RSEI is lower than Rct and QSEI

is lower than Qdl, conrming that the ion diffusion and
conductivity of the surface layer are not limiting factors.

In addition, the n-SEI formed in APC has the lowest RSEI,
which means a high ionic conductivity compared to the other n-
SEIs. The registered interfacial resistance of the as-formed n-SEI
is comparable to the values reported in the literature and can be
related to adsorption phenomena.11,49 Complementarily, the
SECM results showed a low electronic protecting character of
this n-SEI. Conversely, in TFSI and BOR electrolytes (purple and
green lines in Fig. 4a, respectively), the larger diameter of the
semi-circles indicates a higher ionic resistance (higher RSEI

values in Table S1†) of the n-SEIs. Both TFSI and BOR exhibit
RSEI values which are larger than Rct in their respective systems
(Table S1†).6,50 In fact, the higher resistance covers SEI and other
contributions in bulk. As the main surface layers at OCP are
obtained aer immersing the Mg electrode in the electrolytes,
thicknesses, shape (porosity, coverage, etc.) of the surface layers
and nature of decomposition products are different. Indeed,
TFSI exhibited a thick layer and BOR a textured surface layer, as
shown in the SEM images. The Bode plots of the APC, TFSI and
BOR electrolyte systems are shown in Fig. 4b. The Bode plot for
the Mg/APC sample displays a broad maximum and a relatively
constant phase angle (about 80°) over the intermediate range of
frequencies (orange line in Fig. 4b). The broad maxima also
conrms the suggested combination of capacitive and resistive
effects from the surface layer and interactions with the elec-
trode bulk. The decrease of the phase angle in the lower
frequency region (between 0.01 Hz and 1 Hz) reects the partial
dissolution behaviour of the surface layer. The lower RSEI values
compared to Rct would suggest the presence of a very thin n-SEI
layer which is stabilised upon exposure to the electrolyte, as
evidenced by the change in slope of the absolute Bode magni-
tude, which becomes almost constant below 0.1 Hz. Conversely,
the Bode plot of the cell with TFSI electrolyte displays a broader
maximum for phase angles over the intermediate range of
frequencies compared to the APC system (purple line in Fig. 4b).

The phase angle changes observed for BOR (green line in
Fig. 4b) suggest the presence of two different modes with phase
angle maxima of around 65° and 80°, at higher and lower
frequencies, respectively. This could originate from the textured
surface layer.

The decrease of the phase angle in the lower frequency
region (0.01 Hz–1 Hz) reects the partial dissolution behaviour
of the surface layer, suggesting the formation of a thicker
surface layers for TFSI and BOR. Both TFSI and BOR, show
a gradual increase of the absolute Bode magnitude at the lower
frequency limit, suggesting preservation of the formed decom-
position products. One may therefore conclude that spectro-
scopic, morphological and electrochemical impedance data are
complementing the FB-SECM results, conrming its accuracy
for the application to Mg chemistry. FB-SECM approach curves
and characterisation of the Mg/APC sample by global EIS indi-
cated that the formed n-SEI (mainly deposits of chlorinated
carbon aliphatic chains, MgO, MgCO3 and Al2O3) has no
considerable effect on the kinetics of the outer-sphere electron
transfer reaction and, therefore, owns poor electronic
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 9923–9932 | 9929
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insulating properties. This results in the absence of any pro-
tecting properties towards continuous electrolyte decomposi-
tion. Despite the presence of inorganic insulating species, the
EIS data show that the deposited interfacial layer still enables
ion diffusion.51 This may depend on the dynamic equilibria at
the interface between electrode and electrolyte which is strictly
related to the current/potential in the cell, as suggested by Attias
et al.49 Further, the ionically conductive nature of the n-SEI layer
may also be related to the presence of Cl− containing species,
which can scavenge cationic insulating compounds from the
Mg metal surface and allow Mg2+ electrodeposition.52 Bringing
together FB-SECM and EIS results shows that the n-SEI formed
on Mg metal with TFSI and BOR exhibit electronic insulating
properties with k values in the range of 10−4 cm s−1 (Table 1).
Compared to the n-SEI formed with the APC electrolyte, more
stable electronically insulating layers are formed as broad
regions in phase shi are observed (capacitor behaviour) and
the low-frequency Bode magnitudes continuously increase.
Indeed, when BOR is used as the electrolyte, a long cycling
stability has been observed,21 which can be correlated to the
slightly electronic insulating property of the n-SEI as revealed by
FB-SECM. Both n-SEI contained MgF2 from the spontaneous
decomposition of the electrolyte solutions.10,22,23 The difference
between the electronic and ionic properties of the n-SEIs may be
correlated to the n-SEI texture, as well as the deposition of
residual Mg[B(hp)4]2 salt together with its partial decomposi-
tion (C–B species) in the BOR case, respectively.11,22

Conclusions

We adapted the feedback mode of the scanning electrochemical
microscopy (FB-SECM) to magnesium-ion batteries (MIBs)
investigations and performed the rst local electrochemical
probe microscopy analysis on Mg metal disks. This novel study
quantitatively describes the electronic insulating properties of
the n-SEI layers formed at the interface of the Mg metal with
three different electrolyte solutions, when no current was
applied. The local electrochemistry quantied the capability of
the interface of the n-SEI samples to prevent electron-transfer
reactions, suggesting the successful applicability of the FB-
SECM method to interrogate the protecting character of n-
SEIs deposited on Mg metal samples. These results were
strengthened and supported by synergistically using local
electrochemistry and spectroscopic methods to characterise the
chemical composition, morphology and macroscopic ionic
properties of n-SEI layers formed in different electrolytes. Our
SECM results clearly show that the n-SEI obtained with APC
electrolyte exhibits a low electronically protecting character, in
other words, it does not prevent the electron transfer reaction at
the anode The formation of a not-protecting n-SEI makes the
APC an ideal electrolyte for FB-SECM investigations of the
electronic properties of n-SEI in MIB. Moreover, n-SEI formed in
APC is permeable to ionic species as shown by the low resis-
tance value obtained by electrochemical impedance spectros-
copy. X-ray and Raman spectroscopies indeed showed the
adsorption of Cl− species that are believed to aid the Mg2+

electrodeposition. Conversely, the use of TFSI and BOR
9930 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 9923–9932
electrolytes leads to the formation of more stable electronically
and ionically insulating layers, mainly formed of decomposition
products the TFSI− anion and deposition of residual Mg
[B(hp)4]2 salt, respectively. It is believed that the combination
of chemical characterisation with local (FB-SECM) and macro-
scopic (impedance spectroscopy) methods, will aid the under-
standing of the formation and properties of n-SEIs to pave the
way for the development of novel and high-energy rechargeable
Mg metal batteries.
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